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ABSTRACT: It is shown that the self-assembly of diamagnetic molecule
submonolayers on a surface can be influenced by magnetic stray field landscapes
emerging from artificially fabricated magnetic domains and domain walls. The directed
local chemisorption of diamagnetic subphthalocyaninatoboron molecules in relation to
the artificially created domain pattern is proved by a combination of surface analytical
methods: ToF-SIMS, X-PEEM, and NEXAFS imaging. Thereby, a new method to
influence self-assembly processes and to produce patterned submonolayers is presented.

■ INTRODUCTION

Controlling the properties of surfaces and interfaces is a major
challenge for the scientific and industrial communities. An
attractive approach in this context is the use of self-assembled
monolayers (SAMs).1−3 SAMs are 2D polycrystalline mono-
molecular films attached to suitable substrates, which can be
fabricated from both solution and gas phases. For several
applications, however, it is critical to deposit the surfactant into
spatially defined regions of the substrate, avoiding the growth of
a whole layer and providing desired functionalities in certain
areas of interest. Such locally functionalized surfaces are of
interest in the fields of nanoelectronics,4 spintronics,5

optoelectronics,6 or information storage.7,8 The formation of
laterally patterned SAMs is demanding. It has previously been
achieved by different lithographic and stamp techniques,5,9−12

by chemical surface modification,13,14 and by the application of
electric fields.15,16 Magnetic fields, however, which were
recently applied with great success to the controlled positioning
of micro- and nanoparticles,17 have not been used as a tool for

molecular patterning in this context. This may be due to the
expectation that magnetic forces exerted, for example, by
magnetic domain walls of magnetically structured substrates
being too weak in comparison to the energy of Brownian
molecular motion in solution. However, the use of physical
methods like external fields may be advantageous because the
unspecific interaction leads to a manifold of systems that can be
influenced. Here we show that it is possible to influence the
positions of local chemisorption of diamagnetic molecular
assemblies in submonolayers on a surface by local magnetic
stray fields. This experimental finding together with the ability
to fabricate artificial magnetic domain patterns18 with tailored
magnetic domain wall charges (i.e., tailored magnetic stray
fields)19 by light ion bombardment induced magnetic
patterning (IBMP) results in a new technology, where
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diamagnetic molecules can be self-assembled at defined
locations on a surface. We therefore expand the toolbox for
local positioning of molecular material by a new and promising
method that we expect to be highly applicable to different
systems and to have a wide variety in the resulting molecular
structures while being a cheap and fast way to produce
micropatterns on a centimeter scale.
In detail, it will be shown that diamagnetic homologues of

subphthalocyanine macrocycles, forming self-assembled mono-
layers on nonmagnetic gold surfaces,20 are preferentially
chemisorbed in areas of weakest magnetic flux density on a
substrate artificially patterned into magnetic parallel-stripe
domains of alternating widths, causing a lateral variation of
the magnetic flux density over the surface (Scheme 1). The

directed local chemisorption of diamagnetic subphthalocyani-
natoboron complex molecules in relation to the artificially
created domain pattern will be proven by a combination of
surface analytical methods: time-of-flight secondary ion mass
spectrometry (ToF-SIMS), X-ray photoemission electron
microscopy (X-PEEM), and near-edge X-ray absorption fine
structure (NEXAFS) imaging.

■ SAMPLES WITH ARTIFICIAL MAGNETIC FIELD
LANDSCAPES AND MOLECULE DEPOSITION

The layer systems used for the fabrication of artificial domain/
domain wall patterns and, therefore, artificial magnetic stray

field landscapes are shown in Scheme 1. In brief, these are Si/
Cu50nm/Ir17Mn83

10nm/Co70Fe30
5nm/Au5−8nm exchange-biased

magnetic layer systems21 magnetically patterned by IBMP18,22

into magnetic parallel stripe domains with different stripe
widths (for details, see the Experimental Methods). In
remanence, these stripes possess head-to-head/tail-to-tail
magnetization configurations in adjacent parallel stripe-
domains. Magnetic flux densities over the narrower domains
are higher than those over the wider domains. AFM
characterizations of the surface did not show any structural
difference between bombarded and nonbombarded areas. TEM
measurements performed for a different layer system prior to
and after a bombardment procedure did not show differences.23

For the different surface characterization experiments, the
samples were prepared in characterization-method-adapted
ways: Samples for ToF-SIMS analysis were coated with an 8
nm thick Au cover layer (series 1), while the samples for the X-
PEEM measurements were covered with a slightly thinner
cover layer of 5 nm (series 2) to be able to detect
photoelectrons emitted from the ferromagnetic layer below
the gold cap. The magnetic domain structure for these samples
consists of periodic stripe domains of alternating 3.5 and 6.5
μm widths. The spatial resolution of the NEXAFS imaging
experiment is ∼50 μm, and hence substrates with larger
magnetic stripe domains with widths of 170 and 230 μm are
used, while the thickness of the gold capping layer is again 8 nm
(series 3). Adsorbate molecules [BClSubpc’(Sn-C12H25)6] were
deposited from dichloromethane solution. We previously found
that SAMs of these molecules on pure gold substrates form
during an immersion time of 12 h.20 In contrast, an immersion
time of only 1 min was used in the present experiments to limit
the surface density of adsorbate molecules. Subsequently the
samples were immersed without rinsing in pure dichloro-
methane for 12 h (for details of compound synthesis and
deposition procedure, see the Experimental Methods).

■ RESULTS
ToF-SIMS Characterization. ToF-SIMS for surface stud-

ies24,25 possesses a high molecular sensitivity, surface sensitivity,
and lateral resolution, which is ideally suited for the detection
of low-concentration species such as molecules adsorbed in
monolayers or submonolayers. ToF-SIMS images were there-
fore obtained from samples of series 1, which had been
immersed in a 1 μM solution of the adsorbate molecules. The
images resolved an area of 50 × 50 μm2 with 256 × 256 pixels.
A complete mass spectrum with ∼400 peaks (for other details,
see the Experimental Methods) was recorded at each pixel. The
thin layer of adsorbate made it very challenging to directly
image the stripes through the adsorbate molecular fragments,
so additionally metal peaks with higher sensitivity and
maximum autocorrelation factor (MAF)26,27 analysis were
used. Figure 1 shows an image of the total ion counts and
images showing the lateral distribution of the combined
intensity of selected peaks, which were defined by the MAF
analysis. The stripes are well visible in both positive and
negative secondary ion spectra, but spots of contamination are
only seen in the negative spectra (Figure 1a,b).
The total ion image (Figure 1a) shows two main features:

well-formed lines and irregular spots. The spots showed high
intensity of OH and are most likely due to contamination
during sample preparation or shipping and are not of interest
here. MAF analysis assisted in the further interpretation of the
data. For the negative secondary ion image, the MAF analysis

Scheme 1. Schematic View of the Exchange-Biased Layer
Stack, the Magnetic Pattern (Indicated by Straight Arrows),
and Its Resulting Stray Fields above the Sample Surface
(curved arrows)a

aCoFe: ferromagnetic layer, IrMn: antiferromagnetic layer. Addition-
ally the distribution and the chemical structure of the subphthalocya-
ninatoboron complex [BClSubpc’(Sn-C12H25)6] with an axial chlorido
ligand and six peripheral n-dodecylthio substituents is shown.
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grouped Cu- and Cl-related peaks from the underlying surface
together, suggesting a difference in adsorbate concentration on
the surface. Because Cu is a common contaminant in Au,28 it
seems like there is a low surface coverage in the Cu-rich areas.
The peaks corresponding to the six highest loadings from this
analysis listed in Table 1 and their lateral distribution are shown
in Figure 1b.

MAF analysis of the positive secondary ion image showed
high contrast for salt contaminants, which have very high yield
in ToF-SIMS experiments20 and therefore are left out here, but
also a separation of CxHy and CxHyNz fragments appears. The
two chemical groups load separately, CxHy negative and
CxHyNz positive, but the polarity has no meaning. The highest
loadings for the CxHy and CxHyNz fragments, respectively, are
listed in Table 2, and the combined intensities of the peaks are
shown in Figure 1c,d. While CxHy shows only slightly higher
concentration in narrow stripes (Figure 1c), CxHyNz shows
stronger patterning in wider stripes between the areas of the
hydrocarbons (Figure 1d). The nitrogen-containing hydro-

carbons represent the subphthalocyaninato molecules, while the
hydrocarbons are most likely due to contaminants. Because
self-assembling species have the ability for self-cleaning effects,
contaminants are mainly left in areas with low-molecule
concentration. Because of the planar structure and the
controlled deposition of the adsorbates with the molecular
plane parallel to the sample surface,20 mainly a monatomic layer
of adsorbate material covers the surface, therefore showing an
increased yield of Cu containing ions in the negative spectra
appearing from the underlying gold layer. The fact that the
axially bound chlorine atom is kept stable at the molecule
structure during adsorption20 explains the increased signal of Cl
containing ions with the Cu fragments (see Table 1). In
contrast, in the areas with low-molecule coverage a comparable
thick layer of contaminants is left, reducing the signals of the
substrate.
Therefore, the ToF-SIMS results indicate that the sub-

phthalocyanine molecules grow in a periodicity matching to the
periodicity of the magnetic pattern, with a preferential
adsorption in broader stripes, whose width correlates with the
width of the broader magnetic domains. Although this finding
agrees well with classical theory, where diamagnets avoid spatial
regions with high magnetic flux densities, it is surprising in
terms of simple energetic considerations.
The Brownian energy of a particle at room temperature is in

the range of = · ≈ −E k T 10 JB
3
2 b

21 . Calculations of the out-of-

plane magnetic field strength above the sample surface
following the approach of Rugar et al.29,30 and an estimate of
the magnetic susceptibility of the diamagnetic molecules by the
use of Pascal’s constants31,32 deliver magnetic interaction
energies in the range of 10−31 J. Kinetic energies of the
molecules due to their Brownian motion are therefore orders of
magnitude larger than the estimate for their magnetic
interaction energy with the artificial domain pattern of the
substrate, rendering magnetic positioning of molecules from
solution unlikely. Therefore, it was investigated whether an
increased subphthalocyanine deposition in the wider domains
might have occurred due to possible local surface modifications.
Increased surface roughness or a modified surface chemistry
may exist in areas modified by the ion bombardment or the
surface chemistry may have been modified due to possible
residual resist material from the magnetic patterning process.
Because these effects would be the result of laterally changing
surface characteristics, a special sample was prepared, where the
magnetically patterned thin film system of series 1 was covered
by an additional Au cover layer of 5 nm prior to molecule
deposition. Possible surface modifications from the magnetic
patterning process are therefore buried and should not
influence the surface chemistry. For this sample, there is an

Figure 1. ToF-SIMS images of the adsorbed molecules. (a,b) Negative secondary ions and (c,d) positive secondary ions. All images are from the
same spot of the sample. (a) Total ion image from the negative secondary ions. (b) Summation of the six highest MAF loadings listed in Table 1
corresponding to different Cu fragments. (c,d) Positive secondary ions images of the combined intensities of the carbon peaks (c) and nitrogen
containing peaks (d) in Table 2. These group of peaks were identified through a MAF analysis.

Table 1. Peak Assignments for Highest Loadings for MAF
Analysis for the Negative Secondary Ions Image

fragment measured mass (u)
37Cl 36.967
65CuCl2 134.875

Cu2H2O2 159.862
65CuCuH2O2 161.860

CuCl2 132.879
65Cu37ClCl 136.8759

Table 2. Peak Assignments for Hydrocarbons (negative
loadings) and Nitrogen-Containing Hydrocarbons (positive
loadings) Given by MAF Analysis of the Positive Secondary
Ion Image

negative loadings positive loadings

fragment measured mass (u) fragment measured mass (u)

C3H5 41.0400 C8H15N 125.1219
C3H7 43.0579 C3H8N 58.0715
C4H7 55.0604 C2H4N 56.0598
C2H5 29.0402 C3H6N 43.0211
C2H3 27.0242 C2H3O 123.1093
C4H9 57.0771 C8H13N 124.1159
C5H9 69.0815 C8H14N 73.0681
C2H4 28.0324 C6H15N 109.0869

C7H11N 56.0598
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increased subphthalocyanine deposition measured by ToF-
SIMS in the wider domains too (data not shown here).
Surface Characterization by X-PEEM. X-PEEM enables

simultaneous characterization of the elemental distribution
close to the surface and magnetic structure of the sample.33,34

Although the ToF-SIMS results already indicated a preferential
self-assembly over the wider magnetic domains, we wanted to
confirm in a direct experiment whether the molecules avoid
self-assembly over each domain wall and the smaller domains,
that is, areas of higher magnetic flux density. Figure 2a shows

the electron yield after excitation of the C 1s-π* resonances
(284.6 to 285.5 eV) as a function of position of a magnetically
patterned sample of series 2 being indicative for the
chemisorbed subphthalocyaninatoboron complexes. Clearly,
increased intensities are observed in wider stripes, in agreement
with the results of the ToF-SIMS analyses. The underlying
artificial magnetic domains are visualized by magnetic circular
dichroism in photoemission at the iron L-edge using left or
right circularly polarized light at the same spot of the sample
like in Figure 2a (Figure 2b,c). As is obvious from this Figure,
the macrocycles are deposited preferentially over the broader

magnetic domains and avoid self-assembly in the smaller
domains.

Surface Characterization by Imaging NEXAFS. Finally,
NEXAFS imaging measurements were carried out.35,36 Here
the surface was imaged where each pixel contained a full
NEXAFS spectrum. On the contrary, for each exciting-photon
energy a laterally resolved image can be generated. This
detection mode enables the selection of signals characteristic
for particular resonances. Figure 3a shows the NEXAFS image

of the π* resonance of the carbon atoms in the aromatic units
of the subphthalocyaninatoboron complex at 285 eV excitation
energy. Again, a clear stripe-patterned distribution of the
chemisorbed molecules is found, with a larger signal on the
wider stripes. Figure 3b shows a scan of the line marked in
Figure 3a, illustrating this finding. This experiment was also a
final control experiment of whether a modified surface
chemistry induced by the magnetic patterning process would
have an influence on the self-assembly of the macrocycles. In
contrast with the samples prepared for the ToF-SIMS and X-
PEEM measurements (series 1 and 2), where the broader
domains have been bombarded by He+ ions, here the smaller
domains were the modified ones by ion bombardment.
Nevertheless the characterization results also indicate a
preferred deposition of the subphthalocyaninatoboron com-
plexes over the wider domains.

■ SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The analyses of the self-assembly of subphthalocyaninatoboron
complexes [BClSubpc’(Sn-C12H25)6] on magnetically parallel-
stripe patterned surfaces by ToF-SIMS, X-PEEM, and NEXAFS
imaging demonstrate a preferred deposition of the molecules
over the wider domains of the substrate. This is in agreement
with the classical picture of diamagnetic materials avoiding
areas of high magnetic flux densities. This behavior is surprising
because the kinetic energies of the molecules due to Brownian
motion in solution are orders of magnitude larger than the
magnetic energy gain when the molecules position themselves
in response to the magnetic field. Surface diffusion of the
molecules by statistical hopping of physisorbed molecules
overlaid by a drift directed by the strong local field gradients
and the sensitive interplay of different energies during the self-
assembly process itself seems to play a decisive role. One may

Figure 2. 30 × 30 μm2 images of the X-PEEM measurements in a false
color and 3D visualization. For raw data images and extracted
NEXAFS spectra, see the Supporting Information. (a) C 1s-π*
emission as a function of position, representative for the
subphthalocyanine molecule distribution. (b) Iron L-edge emission
after excitation by right-handed circularly polarized light at the same
position of the sample. The exciting-photons impinged under 30°
glancing angle from the direction as indicated by the dashed arrow. (c)
Same as panel b but excitation with left handed circularly polarized
light. Solid arrows point to the identical stripe of the substrate.

Figure 3. (a) NEXAFS image of a series 3 sample measured with
imaging NEXAFS at the C 1s → π* resonance (285 eV excitation
energy). Increased intensity of the π* resonance is depicted with
brighter contrast. (b) Partial electron yield at 285 eV along the marked
line in panel a. The differently colored backgrounds indicate the width
of the magnetic domain patterns.
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speculate that the induced drift by this field gradient may cause
increased nucleation centers for the chemisorption and self-
assembly of the molecules in favorable areas. This hypothetical
mechanism, however, will have to be corroborated in future
experiments. With the presented finding, positions of self-
assembling diamagnetic molecule adsorption can be controlled
by magnetic field landscapes over a full substrate surface (range
of cm2) in a quick and cheap way.

■ EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
A sputtered exchange-bias thin-film layer system is magnetically
patterned via IBMP with a home-built plasma ion source37 in a head-
to-head/tail-to-tail magnetized domain pattern. Details of the
fabrication process can be found in the Supporting Information,
section 1.
[BClSubpc’(Sn-C12H25)6] (Figure 1)38 was synthesized following

the route for its n-octylthio derivative.39 The deposition of the
adsorbate onto the magnetically patterned sample surfaces was
performed from CH2Cl2 solution. Further information on the
synthesis and deposition process can be found in the Supporting
Information, section 2.
ToF-SIMS data were collected on an ION-TOF 5-100 instrument

using a Bi3
+2 primary ion source. The exact parameters and calibration

can be found in the Supporting Information, section 3.
X-PEEM measurements were carried out at the Advanced Light

Source (ALS) on bending magnet beamline 7.3.1.40 X-PEEM data
analysis was performed with the aXis2000 software package.41 Further
information can be found in the Supporting Information, section 4.
NEXAFS spectra were measured at the National Synchrotron Light

Source (NSLS) U7A beamline at Brookhaven National Laboratory.
Further information can be found in the Supporting Information,
section 5.
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